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I. INTRODUCTION

In its Final Draft Articles on the Expulsion of Aliens, the International Law Commission (“ILC” or “the Commission”) appears to have avoided confronting some uncertain rules of international law relative to the expulsion of aliens, essentially taking a “without prejudice” approach. Most notably, it has interpreted some rules of international law more narrowly than its mandate of codifying existing rules and helping their progressive development would have permitted. This essay describes how the ILC has missed opportunities to help clarify some uncertainties and help the progressive development of certain emerging contemporary norms.

II. MANDATE AND OBJECTIVES

The Draft Articles can only be accurately evaluated in light of the mandate of the ILC and the objectives that it was supposed to accomplish. This section highlights each of these points to set the stage for the substantive assessment in the sections that follow.

When the General Assembly of the United Nations created the ILC in 1947, it delegated its mandate under Article 13(1)(a) of the Charter of the United Nations to “initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of encouraging the progressive development of international law and its codification.” The Statute of the ILC also states in Article 1 that:

1. Associate Professor of Law, Seattle University School of Law. I would like to thank Professor James C. Hathaway, Professor Tiyanjana Maluwa, and Professor Victor Romero for taking their time and giving me their very helpful comments on the draft of this essay.
3. A “without prejudice” approach leaves existing rules undisturbed and fails to pass judgment on their accuracy or desirability. When the mandate is to codify existing rules or help their progress, the preservation of the status quo unhelpfully errs on the side of caution.
4. U.N. Charter art. 13, ¶ 1. It reads in full:
   The General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of:
   a. promoting international co-operation in the political field and encouraging the progressive development of international law and its codification;
b. promoting international co-operation in the economic, social, cultural, educational, and health fields, and assisting in the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

c. The further responsibilities, functions and powers of the General Assembly with respect to matters mentioned in paragraph 1 (b) above are set forth in Chapters IX and X.


In the following articles the expression "progressive development of international law" is used for convenience as meaning the preparation of draft conventions on subjects which have not yet been regulated by international law or in regard to which the law has not yet been sufficiently developed in the practice of States. Similarly, the expression "codification of international law" is used for convenience as meaning the more precise formulation and systematization of rules of international law in fields where there already has been extensive State practice, precedent and doctrine.


8. See supra note 5, at 11.

9. See id.

10. The thirty-four members of the ILC are distinguished jurists of the highest order but by no means come from the ranks of the world's prominent human rights advocates. Although they do not sit
ments, both the Draft Articles and the Commentaries settled on the lowest common denominator in pursuit of consensus. In so doing, they missed the opportunity to clarify genuine uncertainties in some areas and regressed contemporary developments in other areas.

III. MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

Given the amount of time and energy spent on the Draft Articles, more areas of uncertainty could have been clarified. Indeed, prior working drafts contained some promising developments in certain areas that were omitted from the final version.11 Two areas that could have benefited from the Draft Articles are highlighted below.

a. Uncertainties in the International Law of Expulsion in Times of War

Rules of international humanitarian law12 pertaining to the expulsion of "enemy aliens"13 or "protected persons"14 could have benefited from an informed codification or progressive development. A leading treatise argues that:

Theory and practice correctly make a distinction between expulsion in time of hostilities and in time of peace. A belligerent may...
consider it convenient to expel all hostile nationals residing, or temporarily staying, within its territory: although such a measure may be very hard on individual aliens, it is generally accepted that such expulsion is justifiable.\textsuperscript{15}

The rules contained in the relevant Geneva Convention and Protocol are not specific. Article 35 of Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (Geneva Convention) states that “[a]ll protected persons [including aliens] who may desire to leave the territory at the outset of, or during a conflict, shall be entitled to do so, unless their departure is contrary to the national interests of the State.”\textsuperscript{16}

The official commentary of the International Committee of the Red Cross notes that “[t]he words ‘who may desire to leave the territory’ show quite clearly that the departure of the protected persons concerned will take place only if they wish to leave.”\textsuperscript{17} It also states that “[t]he International Committee’s original draft laid down that no protected person could be repatriated against his will” and that “the same idea is implicit in the text actually adopted.”\textsuperscript{18}

The ILC’s Draft Articles missed the opportunity to shed light on this speculation. A rule as fundamental as the prohibition in times of war of the expulsion of the nationals of an enemy State to their State of nationality against their will should not have been left for speculative interpretation of a combination of implicit provisions.

Indeed, the Draft Articles exclude “aliens enjoying privileges and immunities under international law”\textsuperscript{19} in the scope provision, but they make no such express exclusion from the scope of coverage of aliens in times of war. Presumably, the Draft Articles cover the expulsion of aliens in times of war. If so, the Draft has missed an opportunity to clarify and progressively develop the rules in this area.

\textsuperscript{15} Oppenheim’s International Law (Robert Jennings & Arthur Watt eds., 9th ed. 1996), at 941.
\textsuperscript{17} Int’l Comm. of the Red Cross, Commentary: IV Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (1958), at 235.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. On a related note, however, the commentary states at 235 n.1:
While forced repatriation—that is, sending a person back to his country against his will—is prohibited, the right of expulsion has been retained. For example, if France were to break off diplomatic relations with Germany, she would not be entitled to send German nationals under escort to the German frontier against their will; she could, however, decree their deportation and send them under escort to the Belgian, Spanish, or Swiss frontiers.
\textsuperscript{19} Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 1, ¶ 2.
b. Uncertainties in the International Law of Non-Refoulement

As fundamental to the international law of protection as it might have been, the principle of non-refoulement\(^2\) suffers from a measure of uncertainty in its national application, particularly as it relates to the territorial scope of its reach.\(^2\)\(^1\) The Draft Articles rephrases the principle in the following terms:

The present draft articles are without prejudice to the rules of international law relating to refugees, as well as to any more favourable rules or practice on refugee protection, and in particular to the following rules: (a) a State shall not expel a refugee lawfully in its territory save on grounds of national security or public order; (b) a State shall not expel or return (refouler) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where the person's life or freedom would be threatened on account of his or her race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, unless there are reasonable grounds for regarding the person as a danger to the security of the country in which he or she is or if the person, having been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community of that country.\(^2\)\(^2\)

While the Draft Articles ostensibly place emphasis on the State's rights to expel, they go no further than to restate the minimum standard using a "without prejudice" clause. The Draft Articles neither systematically codify rules that have emerged over the years in the application of the principle of non-refoulement, including when it might be derogated from, nor simplify or advance its future application. For example, in recent years, the principle of non-refoulement has increasingly come in collision with national laws relating to the exclusion or deportation of persons that states consider terrorists under their respective domestic rules. Some, for example, include

---


2. The benefit of the present provision may not, however, be claimed by a refugee whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the security of the country in which he is, or who, having been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community of that country.


22. Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 6.
unreasonably broad definitions of terrorism or national security to justify expulsion.  

In particular, the rule contained in the Draft Article 6 under the title "Prohibition of Expulsion of Refugees" disturbs the principle of non-refoulement by merging the rule under Article 32 of the Refugee Convention on expulsion, which states that "a State shall not expel a refugee lawfully in its territory save on grounds of national security or public order," with the classic expression of the principle of non-refoulement contained in Article 33, which states:

1. No Contracting State shall expel or return ('refouler') a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.

2. The benefit of the present provision may not, however, be claimed by a refugee whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the security of the country in which he is, or who, having been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community of that country.

Whether it is a technical error in drafting or purposeful merger of the two principles, Draft Article 6 needlessly confuses and perhaps even complicates the basic principle of non-refoulement by adding "a State shall not expel a refugee in its territory save on grounds of national security or public order." The principle, even in its classic formulation, continues to be a subject of great controversy. Draft Article 6, instead of helping to resolve existing controversy, adds to the confusion by merging it with an expulsion provision that does not contain the same level of reasonableness safeguards. Indeed, in its current formulation, Draft Article 6 neither accurately codifies existing rules of international law pertaining to the principle of non-refoulement nor helps clarify or progress them.

Draft Article 23 also needlessly adds to the uncertainty of the existing status of the law of non-refoulement. Draft Article 23 states: "No alien shall be expelled to a State where his or her life would be threatened on

23. For examples of how states define terrorism to justify exclusion and expulsion, see Won Kidane, The Terrorism Bar to Asylum in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States: Transporting Best Practices, 33 Fordham Int'l L.J. 300 (2010).
24. Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 6(a).
25. Refugee Convention, supra note 19, art. 33.
26. Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 6(a).
27. See discussion supra note 20.
28. If the merger of these two principles was thought to have any purpose, it is not clear from the text itself. What is clear is that the title of Draft Article 6, "Prohibition of Expulsion of Refugees," suggests that it is meant to be a restatement of the principle of non-refoulement.
grounds such as race, sex, language, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, birth or other status, or any other ground impermissible under international law.”29 This is clearly an attempt to avoid a clear expression of protection on grounds of sexual orientation, which appears to be sufficiently consolidated in the jurisprudence of major refugee receiving nations. Indeed, the official Commentary on the Draft Articles states, “As for the prohibition of any discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation, there is a trend in that direction in international practice and case-law, but the prohibition is not universally recognized.”30 This would have been another opportunity for a progressive development on this specific aspect of international refugee law. The ILC has missed it.

IV. REGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENTS

The Draft Articles have also shown a regression in certain substantive and procedural rules. This section focuses on a few rules.

a. Substantive

In the interest of brevity, this section focuses only on the Draft Article pertaining to constructive expulsion. The Draft Article on the prohibition of disguised expulsion is generally progressive.31 However, the Commentary needlessly heightens the standard, taking away from the progressivism. The Draft Article reads:

1. Any form of disguised expulsion of an alien is prohibited.

29. Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 23(1).

2. For the purposes of the present draft article, disguised expulsion means the forcible departure of an alien from a State resulting indirectly from an action or an omission attributable to the State, including where the State supports or tolerates acts committed by its nationals or other persons, intended to provoke the departure of aliens from its territory other than in accordance with law.\(^3\)

The rule is stated with sufficient clarity, including the standard that needs to be met ("supports or tolerates acts committed by its nationals or other persons"). However, predicated on jurisprudence of arbitral tribunals such as the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission, the Commentaries inject a very high standard. It states in particular: "It is understood that a particularly high threshold should be set for this purpose when it is a matter of mere tolerance unaccompanied by definite actions of support on the part of the State for the acts of private persons."\(^3\)

The standard that was taken from the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission, which in turn has its genesis in the jurisprudence of the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal, is that:

[C]onstructive expulsion awards require that those who leave a country must have experienced dire or threatening conditions so extreme as to leave no realistic alternative to departure. These conditions must result from actions or policies of the host government, or be clearly attributable to that government. Finally, the government's actions must have been taken with the intention of causing the aliens to depart.\(^3\)

Draft Article 10 does not require such a very high showing of direct intent by the government in each individual case. The use of the jurisprudence of the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission is misplaced not only because the Commission itself understood the law and the facts wrong\(^3\) but also because the Commission was dealing with mass expulsion in times of war, which is doubtfully applicable to individual expulsion cases of all types. Because the Commentaries rely on jurisprudence that arose out of complicated and confusing wartime factual circumstances of mass expul-

---

32. Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 10.
35. This author was a member of the counsel team that represented Ethiopia in these proceedings. For a discussion of the Commission's jurisprudence on the expulsion of aliens, see SEAN D. MURPHY, WON KIOANE & THOMAS R. SNIDER, LITIGATING WAR: MASS CIVIL INJURY AND THE ERITREA-ETHIOPIA CLAIMS COMMISSION 320–31 (2013).
sion,\textsuperscript{36} they do not help the progressive interpretation of the otherwise well-crafted rules on disguised expulsion.

\textit{b. Procedural Due Process}

The Draft Articles have also shown notable regression in certain procedural areas. The focus here is on the right to counsel, legal aid, and the legal effects of unlawful expulsion.

\textit{i. Right to Counsel and Legal Aid}

Draft Article 26 states:

An alien subject to expulsion enjoys the following procedural rights: (a) the right to receive notice of the expulsion decision; (b) the right to challenge the expulsion decision, except where compelling reasons of national security otherwise require; (c) the right to be heard by a competent authority; (d) the right of access to effective remedies to challenge the expulsion decision; (e) the right to be represented before the competent authority; and (f) the right to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he or she cannot understand or speak the language used by the competent authority.\textsuperscript{37}

What is conspicuously missing is the right to legal aid or appointed counsel. The Commentaries make it expressly clear that:

Paragraph 1 (e), the content of which is based on article 13 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, gives an alien subject to expulsion the right to be represented before the competent authority. From the standpoint of international law, this right does not necessarily encompass the right to be represented by a lawyer during expulsion proceedings. In any case, it does not encompass an obligation on the expelling State to pay the cost of representation.\textsuperscript{38}

The rule of international law had a different formulation in prior drafts by the Special Rapporteur Maurice Kamto. For example, the sixth report, in Draft Article C1, had the following formulation:

1. An alien facing expulsion enjoys the following procedural rights:
   a. The right to receive notice of the expulsion decision.


\textsuperscript{37} Draft Article, \textit{supra} note 1, at 26.

\textsuperscript{38} Commentaries, \textit{supra} note 29, at 43, ¶ 6.
b. The right to challenge the expulsion [the expulsion decision].
c. The right to a hearing.
d. The right of access to effective remedies to challenge the expulsion decision without discrimination.
e. The right to consular protection.
f. The right to counsel.
g. The right to legal aid.
h. The right to interpretation and translation into a language he or she understands.

The rights listed in paragraph 1 above are without prejudice to other procedural guarantees provided by law.\(^3\)

The final version of Draft Article C1, as reflected in Draft Article 26, maintained all but the right to legal aid and the right to consular protection. As an effort in progressive development and in view of the contemporary right to counsel movement, this would have been a good opportunity to interpret the existing doubt\(^4\) of the right to a meaningful opportunity to claim and pursue the rights under the Draft Articles.

In developed legal systems, given the complexities of the laws and the institutions that administer them, the benefits of the substantive rules cannot be meaningfully claimed pro se. While the provision on the right to interpretation is a positive development, the unavailability of legal counsel would have a negative consequence comparable to the unavailability of an interpreter. A random visit to any immigration court in the United States conducting a removal proceeding without counsel on the side of the respondent would not fail to amuse the casual observer.\(^5\) For example, the typical conversation between an immigration judge and an alien in removal proceedings goes something like this: "The government charges that you are removable under INA 237(a)(1)(A) as an alien inadmissible at the time of entry. How do you plead?" It is not unusual to hear a pro se respondent utter "not guilty." The judge might record that as the denial of the allegation but matters quickly get more complicated. The Government's counsel would ask the judge to order the alien deported based on available documentation.\(^6\) It is also not unusual for the immigration judge to order re-


\(^5\) For a discussion of the impacts of the imbalance in immigration proceedings in which the government is represented by counsel but the respondent is not, see Won Kidane, The Inquisitorial Advantage in Removal Proceedings, 45 Akron L. Rev. 647 (2012).

\(^6\) For an overview of the process, see Stephen H. Legomsky, Restructuring Immigration Adjudication, 59 Duke L.J. 1635, 1641–45 (2010). The Government's counsel often view their role as the alien's adversary. See Arnold Porter LLP, American Bar Association Commission on Immigration, Re-
moval because of such a request. Then, the immigration judge, as required under applicable regulations, would ask the alien if she wants to apply for affirmative relief. The judge might sometimes outline the forms of relief that may be available to the alien, which may include asylum, withholding of removal, cancellation of removal section (a) or (b), relief under the Convention Against Torture (CAT) or even deferral of removal, and would ask, as required by the regulations: "Would you like to seek one of these forms of relief?" Each one has its own complexities that are almost impossible for a lay person to meaningfully pursue. If states are required to make some forms of relief such as asylum available to refugees (for example), the denial of counsel in many cases amounts to a denial of the form of relief from expulsion altogether. Providing the substantive right but denying the procedural means to claim and obtain it makes the substantive rights entirely meaningless.

The ILC's omission of the right to legal aid from its Final Draft is indeed regrettable. This would have been an excellent opportunity for the ILC to positively contribute to the progressive development of international law relative to the expulsion of aliens.

ii. The Legal Effects of Unlawful Expulsion

The Draft Article on the legal consequences of expulsion envisions two possible remedies for unlawful expulsion of lawfully present aliens: (1) a possible return to the country from which expulsion occurred subject to a discretionary exclusion on grounds of national security or public order, or (2) reparation, as unlawful expulsion is considered an internationally wrongful act.

---

43. For example, the detailed instructions that EOIR-42A, Application for Cancellation of Removal for Certain Permanent Residents, gives include the following statement:
Prior to service of the Notice to Appear, or prior to committing a criminal or related offense referred to in sections 212(a)(2) and 237(a)(2) of the INA, or prior to committing a security or related offense referred to in section 237(a)(4) of the INA, you have at least seven (7) years continuous residence in the United States after having been lawfully admitted in any status

44. Studies show that unrepresented asylum seekers are significantly less likely to be granted asylum in the United States than represented asylum seekers. See, e.g., Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Andrew I. Schoenholtz & Philip G. Schrag, Refugee Roulette: Disparities in Asylum Adjudication, 60 STAN. L. REV. 295, 340 (2007).

45. Draft Articles, supra note 1, art. 29.

46. Id. art. 30.
Although clearly a progressive development on its own accord (especially in terms of its formulation that “[a]n alien . . . shall have the right to be readmitted”47), the remedies do not meaningfully address the specific circumstances of refugees for two reasons. First, the readmission of a wrongfully expelled refugee into the country of refuge is theoretically impossible, especially if the expulsion is to the country where persecution could occur. Secondly, and perhaps more interestingly, the mechanism to pursue reparation would not be available to a refugee because the state that is supposed to espouse the claim would be the same state that the refugee fears would persecute her. There would be a structural standing problem to seek remedy for an internationally wrongful act on behalf of a refugee. As the Commentaries suggest, reparations are often provided through Claims Commissions48 or claims espoused by expellee’s state of nationality.49 There can be no state with the standing to pursue a remedy on behalf of a refugee for an internationally wrongful act that harms the refugee especially in cases where the state of nationality or residence is the agent of persecution. The only remedy in this regard appears to be a human rights system that grants individual standing and access. The Draft Articles and the Commentaries do not satisfactorily address this issue.

V. Conclusion

More than a decade of effort has resulted in the codification of a coherent set of rules. While it has done a remarkable job in its effort to codify existing rules, it seems to have missed the opportunity to clarify and advance the rules of international law in the certain areas discussed above. International law’s effort to balance humanity’s quest for protection and accommodation of vulnerable others with the security and sensibilities of host communities remains a work in progress.

47. Id. art. 29(1).
48. See Commentaries, supra note 29, at 49 n.204.